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ABSTRACT

The spontaneous recovery of conditioned suppression of licking

\¡/as systemaËically invesËigated. The subjects, 84 albino rats, received

eight conditioning trials (two per day), 40 massed extinction trials,
and were then randomly assigned to seven recovery groups. rndependent

groups (N = 12) \,\iere tested for the spontaneous recovery of condiÉioned

suppression 3.5r 30r 60r 180 minutes,24, or 72 hours afËer the rast

exËinction trial. A sevenLh group remained in Ëhe condÍtioning apparaËus

for a 3.5 minute inËerval.

All the measures of recovery, i.e., suppression ratios, percenË-

ages of recovery, and number of responses produced during Ëhe period of

the CS, indicaËed that the funcËion relating the amount of recovery Ëo

Ëhe recovery interval was a rapidly rising, negatively acceleraËed

function reaching iËs asymptoËic 1evel of 86.5 percent recovery within
24 hours. No differenËiar effects as a result of remaining in the

chamber during the 3.5 minute inÉerval were found. Evidence was also

found Ëhat the staËic cues of the conditioning situation spontaneously

recover Ëheir ability to eliciE the condiËioned response. Recovery of

static cues r¡7as viewed as supporting Ëhe position Ëhat cond.itioned sup-

pression is the result of a pavlovian conditioned. fear response. The

occurrence of spontaneous recovery was inËerpreted in Ëerms of pavlovian

inhibiËion Ëheory.
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CHAPT'ER I

INTRCDUCTION

A Brief Review of the conditioned suppression LiËeraËure

The suppression of ongoing behavior to a conditioned aversive

sËimulus was first demonsËrated. by Estes and skinner (1941)" These

invesËÍgaËors presented paired presentations of a neuËral sËimulus and a

response non-contingenË shock while rats \^/ere bar-pressing aË a stable
raËe. AfËer a number of such pairings, the presenËation of the condi__

Ëioned sËimulus (cs) arone produced. response suppression. This suppres_

sion was atËributed to a learned. emotional arousal or disËurbance eliciËed
by Ëhe aversive CS" Since an emoÈional disËurbance is incompatible wiËh

Ëhe perfornance of an operanË response, suppression of responding

occurred. The Ëerm condiËioned emotional response (cER) has since

dssignated this paradigm.

The Ëerms conditioned suppression and CER have been used inter-
changeably by mosË investigaËors (e.g., Beecroft, Lg67). Recentry,

however, Davis (1968) has distinguished between the two Ëerms. According

Ëo Davis, only Ëhose invesËigators who Ëake some measure of auËonomic

acËivity are justified in calling Ëhe response a CER. In investigations
using behavioral indicanËs alone, Ëhe cessation of responding in Lhe

presence of the CS should be designaËed conditioned suppression since any

reference to emotional arousal would be inferential. However, sínce Èhe

authors of Ëhe arËicles which are discussed here have not distinguished

between cER and conditioned suppression, for Ëhe purposes of this paper
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the two terms will be used inÈerchangeably. Since extensive reviews of

Ëhe conditioned suppression and emotional conditioning literature are nor¡I

available (Davis, 1968; Beecroft, L967), Ëhe following review will be

delimited and will illustrate some of the more relevant operations and

variables which influence conditioned suppression.

CondiËioning Techniques

Kanrin and his assocÍaËes have developed a sËandardized procedure for

investigaÊing the cER (e.g., Annau & Kamin, L96L). Ttris Ëechnique uses

the lever-press response, maintained on a variable interval 2.5 minute

schedule with food reinforcemenË. Daily cond.iËioníng sessions are tr,ro

hours long with four CS-unconditioned stimulus (UCS) presenËations during

each session. Tlpically CS duration is three minutes. The suppression of

oPerant behavior is represenËed by suppression ratios which are defined

by the formula
A+B

. A baseline of operant responding is obtained

by recording the number of responses emitËed during a three minuËe period

inrnediately before CS onseË (pre-CS) and is denoted by tt4tt in the formula.

The number of responses during Ëhe Ëhree minuËe cs is denoted by,B,,.

Therefore, a ratio of zero reflects total response suppression to the CS,

a ratio of .5 reflects no suppression, and ratios greater than.5 denote

t'supernormal" periods in which the number of responses during the CS is

greater than the number during the pre-CS.

Leaf and Muller (1965) devÍsed a technique ut,ilizing consummatory

drinking Ëo obviate the time consuming procedure of Kamin. However, Ëhis

method does noË enable the trial by trial analysis of acquisition or



exËinction. CondiËioning is conducted

the drinking response is used only as

degree of conditioned suppression.

ín a non-drinking sÍtuation and

a one trial tesË of Lhe terminal

Recently, James and Mostoway (L968), using consummaËory drÍnking,
developed a conditioning procedure which does enable Ëhe trial by Ërial
analysis of the acquisition and exËincËion of conditioned suppression.

This procedure involves the presentaËion of the cs-ucs pairings while
I,IaËer deprived rats are drinking their daily ration of water. During

each daily Ëen minute session, either one or two conditioning Ëria1s may

be given. The duration of both the pre-cs and cs periods ís 30 seconds.

This technique was employed in the presenË invesËigation.

ExperimenËa1 Findings

Annau and Kamin (1961) investÍgated the effect of ucs inËensity on

Ëhe acquisition and exËincËion of conditioned suppression. using ucs

intensities of 0.28,0.49,0.85, 1.55, and 2.91 nilliamperes, both acquis-
ition and resistance to extinction were found to be positive monotonic fun-
ctions of shock intensiËy. The same relaËionships were found by James and

Mostoway (1968) using the licking-based cER procedure with uCS intensiËies
of 0'1,0.5r 1.0, and 2.0 milriamperes. This finding lends supporË for
the use of Ëhis method in lieu of the Kamin procedure.

Evidence r^7as reporËed by Kamin (1961) for the Ërace conditioning

of the cER. The amount of conditioned suppression \^ras found Ëo vary
inversely with the length of the trace intervals of o, r.0, z.o, and 2.5

minutes. A later investigation (Kanr-in & schaub, Lg63) showed. that cs
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intensity strongly i-nfluenced the acquisition of a trace cER. For a one

minuËe trace interval, subjects conditioned to a whiËe noise cS of 49

decibels failed to display any suppression durÍng the trace interval or
to the cS itself, while a group condiËioned to an g1 decibel cS showed

considerable suppression during boËh periods. AnoËher experiment reported
in Ëhe same arËicle investigated the effect of cs intensity on a d.elayed

cER' The rates of acquisition for cs intensities of 8L,62.5, and.49

decibels I¡/ere compared at a constant inËerstimulus interval of three
minuËes' The rate of acquisiËion r^ras found Ëo be a positive monotonic

function of CS inËensity.

singh (1959) reporËed evidence thaË cond.itioned suppression had

been achieved using a backward conditioning paradÍgm. However, Kamin

(1963) in a series of tr^ro experimenËs found iË impossible to obtain a

backward cER' lhe evidence put forËh by Kamin, using the standard condi-
tioning procedure offers no support whatever for the possibility of
esËablishing condiËioned suppression through ucs-cs pairÍngs.

The effect of unsignaled, ,free'r shock given prior to cond.iËioning
on the subsequent acquisition of the cER was explored by Brimer and Kanrin

(1963). rn Ëhe first experiment, groups of subjecËs were adminisËered

free shock at intensíties of 0.25,0.5, 1.or 2.o and 4.0 nilliamperes in
ascending, descending, and irregular orders. A contror group received
addiËional lever-press training only. A significant retardation in
acquisiËion r47as found Ín all experí.menËal groups with the pattern of
shock presentation significantly affecting baselÍne rates, the rates
decreasing with the more intense sËimuli. No differences rrere found
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bet'reen the ascending and irregular groups, but these groups showed.

less response suPpression than the descending group r¿hich in Ëurn showed

less than the control group. A1so, evidence r,r/as found of sensiËization
Ëo shock. ThaË is, subjecËs which received an intense ucs followed by

a weaker ucs displayed more behavioral disrupËion than those which

received successive presentatíons of a weak UCS.

The second experiment in the series r,üas conducËed Ëo discover

wheËher recovery of baseline could. be atËained and, if so, whether normal

cER acquisition could be demonstrated. After receiving Ëhree days of a

3 milliarnpere free shockr â recovery group r¿as then given five days of
addiËional lever-pressing experience without ucs presentations. A no-

recovery group was placed in conditioning chambers in r¿hich a wall was

inserted to prevenË additional lever_press experience. The no_recovery

group displayed a decrement in subsequenË CER acquisiËion while the

recovery group did not. Additionally, the baseline rate of responding

was lovrerr.for the no-recovery group. Both of Ëhese experiments found a

high proportion of supernormal suppression raËios, reflecËing an acceler-
ation in responding during Lhe CS. However, since this was not found in
the no-recovery gloup, iË was concluded that Ëhe lowered. baselines,

rather than the free shock per se, r,iTere responsible f or Ëhe supernormal

ratios.

In a third experimenÊ Ëhe tend.ency Ëo accelerate during the CS was

found when cs-only presenËaËions were given after free shock. However,

this tendency lras also f ound to disappear over Ërials. The tendency Ëo

accelerate during the cs was inËerpreted in terms of pavlovían
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disinhibition. That is, the free shock produced inhibition of baseline

responding and the cs acted as a disinhibitor of thís Ëendency.

The generalJ'zatÍ-on of conditioned suppression r47as f irst d.emon-

straËed by Ray and Stein (1959). Discriminarion training v¡as initially
given wiËh a tone of 1800 Hert,z (Hz) serving as the CS* and a ZOO Hz Ëone

as the cs-. Following rhis, tesË srimuli of 560, 9g0 , Lrzo, and L50o Hz

r'üere presented. The strength of condiËioned suppression along the sound-

frequency dímension was found to be an inverse function of the difference

bet!üeen Ëhe cs* and Ëhe test stimuli. Hoffman and Fleshler (1961),

ornitting discrimination training, condiËíoned pigeons Ëo suppress to a

1000 Hz tonal CS. Ttre testing, conducted on sËimuli ranging frorn 300-

4000 Hz, disclosed a bidirecËional gradienr of generaLLzatLon Similar

results have also been reported by DesideraËo (L964) and L{inograd (Lg65).

Geller (1964) failed to obËain the parËial-reinforcement-effect

(PRE) wiËh conditioned suppression in goldfish. The experiment employed

a 100 percent reinforcement group and a 50 percent group. The results
indicated that the 50 percenË group extinguished faster than the 100

percent group. This Ínconsistent finding was most likely due to the

failure to control for the number of reinforced Ërials received by each

group. All subjects received the same number of CS presentaËions, buË

the 50 Percent subjects received reinforcement only on one-half of the

trials. Ihus, the 100 percent group received twice as many reinforced

CS presenËations. Therefore, the terminal level of cond.iËioned suppres-

sion would be expecËed to be higher in the 100 percent subjecËs than in
the 50 percenË subjects. This could accounË for the greaËer resistance
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to extinction shown by the 1oo percent subjects. Geller (1964), holüever,

referred Ëo unpublished research that did d.emonstrate the pRE. More

recentry, Brimer and Dockrill (Lg66) successfully demonstraËed. the pRE

with conditioned suppression in rats. In Ëhe first experiment, \,rith the

Proper conËrols for the number of reinforced trials, a group cond.itioned
on a 50 percent schedule extinguished slower Ëhan a group conditioned on
a continuous reÍnforcement schedule. A second experíment, similarly
designed, also demonstrated the pRE with a 25 percenË group versus a ro0
percent group.

sensory preconditioning (sPc) of the cER was demonstrated by
Parkinson (1968). rniËiaLLy, 200 spc training trials r,rere given and.

consisted of Ëhe presentation of six seconds of 70 decibel white noise
overlapped in Ëhe fínaI Ëi4ro seconds by a Ër4ro second pulsating lighË. A

control group receíved 200 presentations of white noise only. The cER

was then condÍtioned Ëo Ëhe light and the test for spc was cond.ucted with
the white noise' The magnÍtude of sPC was found to be weak and transÍenË.
Prewitt (1967) investigaÈed the relationship beËr¿een the number of spc

Ëraining trials and the amount of condiËioned suppression. subjects
were given either o , r, 4, L6, or 64 spc training triars. A positive
monotonic function reaching asymtote at L6 trials was found.

Davenport (L966) achieved second-order condiËioning of suppression
in 38 out of 44 attempts and reported thaË the suppression r^ras complete
in several cases. I{hen third-order conditioning rvas aËtempted partial
suppression r¡ras attained in two out of four subjects. second-ord.er

condiËioning of the cER was also demonstrated by Karnil, (Lg6s) using a



450 Hz tone as the CS, and white noise as CSr.

DifferentÍa1 conditioning of the cER has been demonstrated by

Hammond (1966, 1967). rn the firsr study, a 3000 Hz rone paired wirh
shock served as the cs* and a non-reinforced flashing light served as

the cs-' The results indicated considerable suppression of respondíng
during the cs* and an enhancement of responding during the cs_. After
attaining a differentiar cER in Ehe second experiment, the cs_ r¿as

combined with the cs* during extinction for one group and a novel
stimulus was combined wiLh the cs* in another group. ïhe addiËion of
the cs- Ëo the cs* during extinction produced greater alleviatÍon of
condíËioned suppression than did the addition of the novel stimulus. The

resulËs were discussed in terms of the sunrnation of pavlovian excitation
(CS+) and inhibirion (CS_).

conditioned suppression has generally been assumed to be an exampre

of a Pavl0vian conditioned fear response. Beecroft (Lg67) pointe out
thaË to date, this assumption has found. empiricar support. The brief
review presented above illustrates thaË the cER does in fact obey the
principles of respondent conditioning. Therefore, the following review
of the spontaneous recovery literature is restrícËed to classicarry
conditioned responses .

Review of the Literature on the Spontaneous Recovery

of Classicall-y Conditioned Responses

spontaneous recovery has been defined by Kimble (1961, p. 4s3)
rrthe return in strength of a condiËioned response, whether parËial or
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compleËe, brought about by lapse of time following its diminution by

extinction.rr Ttre general procedure employed in the investigation of

sponLaneous recovery involves the conditioning of a response, its

subsequent extinctíon, and Èhe test for iËs recovery after a specified

tirne interval by presenting the non-reinforced CS.

The spontaneous recovery of a conditioned response (CR) was first

reported by Pavlov (1927). In this investigation a dog was conditioned

to salivate at the sound of a metronome. After the CR r,ras exËinguished

a rest ínËerval of 20 minutes was given. Following this interval Ëhe CS

was again presenËed and Ëhe cR was found to have rrspontaneously"

recovered'Ëo aPproximately 20 percenË of its original sËrength. Accord-

úng co Pavlov, the recovery of Ëhe extinguished CR was the result of the

dissipation of internal inhíbiËion whÍch was builË up during exËinction.

Although no data \,rere presented, pavlov staËed Ëhat in another subject

compleLe spontaneous recovery had been attained by presenting a resË

interval of sufficient length to allow the compleËe dissipation of

inhibition.

The first systematic investigat,ion of the spontaneous recovery

of a classícál1y conditioned response Ì,ras conducËed by Ellson (Lg3g)

with the galvanic skin response (GsR). All subjects were given eighË

conditioning trials with a tone servíng as the CS and shock as the UCS.

Following the eighËh tría1, tr.üo non-reinforced. Ëone presenËations were

given to obtain a measure of the strength of the CR. Two more condition-

ing Ërials lrere then given. The cR was extinguished to the criterion

ËhaË Ëhe average magnitude' of three successive responses r,ras equal Ëo
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or less than one-third of the average magnitude of the mean of the Ëlro

condiËioning Lest trials. Af ter reaching this criterion, subjects v'/ere

assigned Ëo one of four groups. The groups L{ere Ëested for sponËaneous

recovery 5, ZO, 60, or 180 minuËes aft,er the last exËinction trial.

Ellson found the curve of recovery t,o be a rapidly rising, negatively

accelerated function reaching asympËote wíthin 20 minutes. In fact, when

plotËed, Ellson's daËa indicat,e that the 20, 60, and 180 rninute groups

recovered to a level greater Ëhan that during acquisition. However,

this was probably a funcËion of the meËhod used Ëo obtain the level of

GSR conditioning. As previously mentioned, the average of tI^lo non-

reinforced test trials was taken as the terminal magnitude of the CR.

Since ËT¡ro additional conditioning trials nere Ëhen administered, Ëhe

actual level of condiËioning cannoË be determined. Thus, any atLemPË to

obËain informaËion regarding Ëhe amounË of recovery in relaËion to Ëhe

level of original response strength would be open to question.

Hovland (L937) in a classic study on the generalizaËion of the

GSR found Ëhat generaLLzed CRs displayed a greater amount of spontaneous

recovery than did Ëhe CRs themselves. The conditioned stimuli were

vibro-tactual and Ëhe UCS was shock.

Liberman (L944) demonstrated Ëhat the amount of spontaneous

recovery could be manipulated by varying interpolated acËiviËy between

exËinction and Lesting. The investigaËion consisËed of three t,reatment,

groups which received idenËical traÍning except during the 10 minute

recovery interval. AlL subjects first received GSR condiLíoning, Ëhen

eyeblink condiËioning, folLowed by extinction of the GSR. One group
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merely rested during the 10 minute interval and was then Ëested for the

spontaneous recovery of the GSR. of the two remaíning groups, one

received additional eyeblink conditioning trials during the final five
rninutes of the rest interval and. the other und.en¡ent exËincËion of the

eyelid response during the last half of the interval . Both groups \,ùere

then tested for sponËaneous recovery of Ëhe GsR. Liberman found

significar tly more GSR recovery in Ëhe group receiving inierpolated
eyelid conditioning than in either of the other tT,¡o groups. Although

there 'i¡7as no staËistical difference betr¿een the interpolated extinction
group and the rest-only group, Ëhe interpolaËed exËinction subjects

displayed less recovery than the rest-only subjects. 1,he results were

interpreted in terms of retroactive inhibition.

Virtually no published research was conducted on Ehe spontaneous

recovery of classically conditioned responses from the Libernan (1944)

investigation,:until 1958 when D. A. Grant and his associates began

invesËigating this phenomenon with the conditioned. eyelid respoïr.se. The

first experiment reported by Ëhis group was conducted by Grant, HunLer,

and Patel (1958) - The recovery of Lhe eyeblink üias ËesLed aË intervals of

Lr 2, 4, and 8 hours afËer exËinction. The curve of recovery \^ras similar

Ëo that found by Ellsonl^iith the GSR. lhe condítioned eyelid response

was found to recover to an asymptotic level of 70-80 percenË within 4

hours after extinction.

Hosrat and Grant (1958) were the first to explore the effecL of

massed versus spaced extinction on the sponËaneous recovery of the

conditioned eyelid response. All subjects were conditioned to a criterion
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of eight CRs on 10 consecuËive Ërials and then extinguished. The

average inËertrial inËerval for the massed condition r^7as 7.5 seconds and

35 seconds for Ëhe spaced condiËion. ExËinction \¡zas carried out until

Ëhe criËerion of no CR on five successive Ërials Ì^ras aËtained. After

extincËion the subjects in each condiËion were randomly assigned to one

of two recovery intervals; 20 minuËes or 24 hours. The 24 houx groups

displayed 20 percent more recovery than the 20 minute groups. Inter-

trial interval failed Ëo produce any reliable differences in spontaneous

recovery.

Beeman, Hartman, and GranË (1960) investigated the effect of massed

and distributed trials during acquisition and extinction on Ëhe spontane-

ous recovery of Ëhe eyelid response. Ihe same parameters r^iere used in

this study as in the Howat and Grant investigation. However, instead of

conditioning subjects to a criËerion, all subjects received 60 acquisi-

Ëion trials; massed for one-half and spaced for Ëhe other. SubjecËs \nlere

then furËher divided and given either 15 massed extinction Ërials or 30

spaced trials. The recovery interval was 24 hours and no reliable

differences r¡/ere found as a result of the distribution of acquisition or

extinction trials.

The effect of massed and spaced acquisiËion on Lhe recovery of the

eyelid CR was investigaËed by Beeman and Grant (1961). The inËerËrial

inËervals during acquisition \¡rere B and 32 seconds. All subjecËs received

60 conditioning Ërials folLor¿ed inunediately by 15 exËínction Ërials.

The test for recovery i47as conducËed 24 hours l-aËer. No effecË due to the

acquisition variable was found.
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The recovery of the eyelid response as a function of the amount

of acquisition and extínction training was investigaËed by prokasy

(1958) . a. 2 x 3 factorial design r{as employed. subjects received

eiËher 20, 40, or 60 acquisition trials followed by 0, 10, or 30

exËinction trials. The test inË.erval was 24 hours f.or aLL conditions.

rn general it was found that an increase in acguisition Ëraining pro-

duced an j-ncrease in sponËaneous recovery and that an increase in

extinction Ëraíning produced a decrease in recovery.

The effecË of intermittent reinforcement during conditioning on

the recovery of the eyeblink was initially reported by Hartman an¿ Grant

(1960). All subjects received 40 reinforced acquísition trials imrne¿i-

ately folLowed by 20 extincËion trials. Twenty test trials were

administered 24 hours laËer. The reinforcement schedules were 25, 50,

75, and 100 percent reinforcement. Since the total number of reinforce-

ments was held constant, groups received 160, g0 r 54, and 40 acquisiËion

trials, resPectively. The average intertrial interval between reinforced

trials \,\7as essentialLy constanË. The greatest amount of recoveryr go

percent, r,üas found in the 50 percent reinforcement group and the leas¡,

66 percent, rnras found in the 100 percent group.

Froseth and Grant (Lg67) used the same intermitËenË schedules but

held the number of conditioning Ërials consËant at 80. Subjects r^rere

given 30 extinction trials immediately thereafter. The 30 spontaneous

recovery trials were adrninisËered 24 hours laËer. Again, Ëhe greatesË

amount of recovery, 90 percenL , \^7as f ound in the 50 percent group, wiËh

Ëhe least, 57 percent, in the 100 percent group.
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Hartman and Grant (L962), using the condiËioned eyelid response,

found Ëhat less spontaneous recovery occurred if subjects were told

Ëhat the UCS would not be presented during the series of tesË trials.

This effecË r^ras found both in subjects condÍtioned on a 50 percenË

reinforcement schedule and in Ëhose condiËioned on a 100 percent sched.ule.

Differences beËween good and poor condÍËioners on the amount of

sPonËaneous recovery r^7ere found by Franks (1963) using the eyelid response.

Subjects were differentiated on the basis of Ëhe number of Èrials to
reach the conditioning criËerion of CRs on three successive Ërials.

Extinction rras then carried out Ëo the críterion of the failure to

elicit a CR on three successive trials. The t,esË interval was 24 hours.

IË was found that subjects Ëaking longer to condition, poor conditioners,

displayed Êhe most sponËaneous recovery.

Evidence for sponËaneous recovery in the planarian was found by

crawford and King (L966). Afrer receiving lO0 condiËioning rrials,
subjects were divided into t\4lo groups maËched for the frequency of the CR;

body contractions during the initial tv¡o seconds of the Ëhree second CS.

One group was given 40 extinction trials on the day following the termin-

ation of conditioning. A second group was given 20 extinction Ërials on

Ëhat day and then 20 additional exËinction trials for the Lest for

recovery 24 hours laËer. The cR was found t,o have recovered approxi-

mately 70 percenË of its original sËrengËh.

The Estes and Skinner (1941) sËudy is to daËe the only invesËiga-

tion which has explored Ëhe spontaneous recovery of condiËioned suppres-

sion. Íhe auËhors report,ed that the cER displayed rralmosËrt complete
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recovery afËer 24 hours.

The best documented finding concerning sponËaneous recovery is

Ëhat it increases as a function of time betr¿een ext,inction and ËesËing.

It appears Ëo rapidly reach an asympËotic level which ís nearly equal

to the original strength of the CR. IntermitËent reínforcemenË during

acquisition also appears Ëo effect the raËe of recovery (Hartman & Grant,

L960; Froseth & Grant, L96L). Beecrof.t G966) sËaËes that sponËaneous

recovery does not appear Ëo be influenced by Ëhe dísËribution of

exËinction trials. Howeverrfhe interËrial inËervals employed in the

Howat and GranË (1958) and the Beeman, Hartman, and GranË (1960) invesË-

igaËions are open to question as to whether Ëhe difference beËween Ëhe

massed (7.5 seconds) and the spaced (35 seconds) conditions acÊually

consËiËuted a rigorous tesË of Ëheir possible effects. Before a state-

menË such as Beecroft rs can legitimately be made, further research is

necessary using interLrial intervals during exËincËion which are more

disparate (e.g., one minuËe versus one day). It does not seem plausible

Ëhat the raËe of recovery would be unaffecËed by such inËervals. Also,

Ëhe effecË of the disËribution of such extincËion trials on the asympËotic

leveI of spontaneous recovery is yet to be determined empirically.

Statement of the Problem

The presenL investigaËion was conducËed Ëo provide a sysËematic

analysis of Ëhe sponËaneous recovery of Ëhe conditioned suppression of

licking. The funcÉion relaËing recovery to the Ëime between exËinction

and testing was expected to resemble those found for other classically
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condítioned responses (e.g., Ellson, Lg3g; Grant, Hunter, & patel,

1958). SpecÍfically, iË was predicted that the recovery function would

rapidly reach an asympLotic level of near complete recovery and maintain

this level for an extended recovery interval.

Most of the phenomena of classically conditioned responses have

been systematically invesËigaLed wiËh conditioned suppression. However,

a sysËematic demonsËraËion of the sponËaneous recovery of conditioned

suppression in Ëhe literature seens conspicuous by its absence. The

presenË investigation was designed specifically to provide such a

demonstration. It is possible thaË an invesËigation of this kind was not

conducSed before because of the unwieldy nature of such a sËudy wiËh Ëhe

condiLioning techniques previously available. The developmenË of the

James and l4ostoway (1968) procedure for the conditioned suppression of

licking provides an efficient meEhod for investigations of this type, i.e.,

those which reguire Ëhe use of a large number of subjecËs.

As is evidenË from the review of the sponËaneous recovery liËera-

Éure, conditioned responses appear to rapidly recover after undergoing

extinction; aË least when a massed extinction procedure is employed. Since

a classically condÍËioned fear response is assumed to underlie condiËioned

suppression and since there should be a degree of parallelism between the

same phenomena for the various conditioned responses, Ëhe spontaneous

recovery of conditioned suppression should resemble the spontaneous

recovery of oLher conditioned responses (e.g., Ëhe GSR, and the

conditioned eyelid response).



CHAPTER II

T}IE INVESTIGATION

Íhe subjecËs \^lere 84 experimentally naive, male Holtzman albino

rats, 300-350 grams in weight aË the starË of the experimenL. There

were 41 subjects in the first replication and 43 in the second. One

conditioníng chamber T,4Ias used in the first replication and Ëwo in the

second.

The apparaËus consisËed of Ëwo condiËioning chambers (Sciencific

Prototype, Model A-100) modified for the purPoses of the present

invesËigaËion. The modificaËions included the removal of Ëhe magazine,

food cups, and manipulaidum. Two six-watí, L20 volt incandescent lamps

(type 656) were mounted on Ëhe sides of Ëhe condiËioning chambers, six

inches above the grid floor. These lights provided one component of the

compound CS. ConËinuous illuminat,ion of the charnbers was provided by a

single six-vlatt , LzO volt lamp,'(tyPe 656) mounted on the rear clear

Plexiglas panel of the chamber. The illurnination in the chamber T,üas

reduced by black electricians Ëape attached to Ëhe Plexiglas pane1. lhe

Ëube of ' .a T,^Iater bottle, f illed wiËh tap Inlater, protruded inËo the

chamber through a hole in the front panel located Ëwo inches above the

grid floor and two inches from Ëhe righË side of the chamber. The

chambers were individually housed in LeHigh Valley sound attenuated

chambers (Model A-64).

Progranuning and recording equipment was located in an adjacenË

room. Subjectst licking responses were recorded via Grason-SËadler
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Drinkometers (E46904-1). The second componenË of the compound CS,

whiËe noise, vras delivered by a Grason-Stadler Noise Generator (9014).

The intensity of the whiËe noise r.qas calibrated at 82 decibels (re:
,)

.0002 d.ynes /.ri¡ by a Brtlel and Kjaer Sound Level Meter (type 4L3l/32)

set on the linear fast scale. The UCS, a I milliampere scrambled shock,

was delivered through Lhe grid floors of the chambers by Grason-SËadler

Shock Generators (E1O64GS). The 30.5 second CS coterminated with the

0.5 second UCS.

The experiment proceded through four phases: prelim-inary train-

ing and habituation, CER conditioning, CER extincËion, and the test for

spontaneous recovery. All subjects r^/ere iniËially placed orL T¡Iater

deprivation for six days. During this period water was available at

Ëheir home cages for 20 minuËes each day. Food was always available in

their home cages throughouË the invesËigation. After iniËiation of the

experiment, the subjects t enËire daily raLion of water was consumed

wiËhin Ëhe daily l0 nr-inute sessions.

pretraining and habituation to the potential CS were conducted

during Ëhe first Ëwo sessions. Within each session, 10 CS presentations

were given during alternate 30 second periods. The subjectsr first lick

sËarted the programming equipmenË in Ëhe first replication, while in the

s.econd replication the programming equipment I,,7as started manually by the

experimenter immediately after placing Ëhe rats inËo their respective

chambers.

All subjects received eight condiLioning Ërials, ËT¡Io within a

session. During the firsË replication Ëhe subjects' ËwenËieËh lick
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started the Programming equipmenË while the experimenËer started it in

the second replícation. The first Ërial of each session was presented

randomly eiËher 30,60, or 90 seconds after the initiaËion of the session

wiËh Ëhe second trial occurring 3 minuËes thereafter. A trial consisted

of pre-CS, CS, and post-CS recording periods each of 30 seconds duration.

Following the second Èrial subjects remained in the chamber and were

allowed to drink for Éhe remainder of Ëhe session.

ForÈy massed extinction trials r¿ere adrn:LnÍsËered on Ëhe day

following the eighËh condiËioning Ërial. The extinction Ërials were

idenËica1 Ëo those presented during habituation. To prevenË satiation

and thus enable Ëhe subsequent ËesËing for recovery, Ëhe drinking tube

r^7as removed during exËinction.

Following extinction, subjects \.^/ere randomly assigned. to one of

seven groups wLth L2 subjects in a group. The LesË for Þecovery \,{as

conducted at intervals of 3.5, 30, 60, IBO minuËes, and ,24 and 72 hours

after the last exËínction t,rial. All subjects \¡/ere removed from the

conditioning chambers and returned Ëo their home cages for Ëhe test

interval. A seventh group remained in the chamber and was Ëested 3.5

minutes after exËinction to evaluate the effecË, íf any, of the removal

from the chamber during the recovery inËerval. During the recovery

inËerval the 24 and 72 hour groups r.ùere given \¡7ater aË their home cages

for 10 rninutes each day. The test for recovery consisËed of one I0

minuËe session identical to Ëhe conditioning sessions excepË Ëhe UCS

was omitted.



CHAPTER III

RESI]LTS

An A-test (Sandler, 1955) was used to assess the effect of the

presenËation of the CS during Ëhe second day of habítuation. No signi-

ficant difference \,Ias found between Ëhe number of responses produced

during the period of silence and the number produced during Ëhe period

of stimulation (4 = .44, df = 80, p >.10).

The daËa, in Ëerms of acquisition and recovery suppression raËios,

are presented in Figure 1. The analysis of Ëhe effect of the condition-

ing Ëria1s on performance is given in Table 1. The suppression ratios

of the 3.5 minuËe group, which remained in the chamber for the recovery

interval, did not differ significantly from Ëhe 3.5 minute Sroup r.vhich

\¡7as removed from Ëhe chamber for the recovery interval (r. = 1.59, df =

22, p> .20). The analysis of variance of the test suppression ratios

for the six recovery groups is presenËed in Table 2. the Newman-Keuls

test for beËween group differences (Winer , L962) disclosed that the 30

minute group differed significantly from the 24 hour grouP (p < .05) and

Ëhat the 3.5 minute group was significantly different from all the

groups (p < .05).

The mean percentage of sponËaneous recovery of conditioned

suppression as a function of the recovery inËerval ís presented in

Figure 2. The percentages r,\iere calculated by subËracting each subjecËrs

suppression on Ëhe Ëest Ërial from .5 and dividing Ëhis by .5 minus the

subjectrs suppression raËio on the 1asË conditioning Ërial. Both 3.5
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TABI,E 1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TÍIE SUPPRESSION RATIOS CF' ACQUISITION

Source df SS MSFp

Between SubjecËs 83 4.34905
I^Iithin Sub jecËs 5BB 3L.L3366

Trials 7 L3 .25247 1 " 89321 61.53 .001

Error 5Bl 17.88119 .03077

Total 67t 35.48I7L

TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TITE SUPPRESSION RATIOS OF TITE TEST

F OR SPONTANEOUS RECOVERY

Source df ss MSFp

Recovery Interval 5 .85180 .L7036 9.48 .O0l
Error 66 1.18619 .0L797

Total 7L 2.O37gg
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TABLE 3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ÏHE PERCENTAGE CF' SPONTANEOUS RECOVERY

Source df SS MS F p

Recovery Interval 5 37 ,389. 18 7 ,477 .84 8.67 .001

Error

ToËal

66 56 ,90L.96 862.L5

7L 94,29L.L4
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minu¡e recovery groups displayed no differenËial amounts of spontaneous

recovery (:. = 1.59, df = 22, p < .20). The over-all analysis of

variance of the recovery groups is presented in Table 3. Ihe Newman-

Keuls test revealed Ëhat the percentage of spontaneous recovery of the

3.5 mínute group was significantly different from al1 other groups

(p < .05) and Ëhat Ëhe 24 hour group was reliably different from the 30

minuËe group (p < .05).

The acquisition and sponËaneous recovery of condiËioned suPpres-

sion using Ehe number of responses produced during the period of Ëhe CS

are presented in Figure 3 and the analysis of variance of the acquisiËion

data is presented in Tab1e 4. Again there lJas no difference between Ëhe

Ëwo 3.5 minuËe groups (r = 1.70, df. = 22, P > .10). Following the

analysis of variance of the recovery Sroups, Table 5, Ëhe Newman-Keuls

tesL rnras performed and revealed that the 3.5 minute group differed

significantly from all other grouPs (p < .05) and thaË the 30 minute

group varied reliably from Ëhe 72r 24, and 3 hour grouPs (p < .05)'

The left panel of Figure 4 shows Ëhe mean number of responses

produced during the period of the pre-CS as a function of acquisition

Ërials and Table 6 presents Ëhe analysis of the data. The right panel

of Figure 4 portrays the mean number of pre-CS responses of the recovery

groups. A t-test revealed thaË there \ÁIas no significanL difference

between the Ër¿o 3.5 minute groups (t = .66, df = 22, p > '60)' The

analysis of variance of the six recovery groups is found in Table 7'

Ihe Newman-Keuls ËesË disclosed thaË Ëhe 3.5 minute grouP significantly

differed from Ëhe 72 lno:ux group (p < .05).
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TABLE 4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE NI]MBER OF RESPONSES PRODUCED

DURING THE PERIOD OF THE CS DURING ACQUISITION

Source df SS IÍS F p

Between Subjects 83 265 ,225.23
tr{iËhin subjecrs 5Bg L r7o7 ,2gg.33

Trials 7 L,043 ,964.62 L4g ,L37 .BO 130.63 .001
Error 581 663 ,334.7L L ,L4L.7L

Total 67I L ,g7Z ,524.56

TABLE 5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TTIE NI]MBER OF RNSPONSES PRODUCED DURING
THE PERIOD OF THE CS ON THE TEST FOR SPONÎANEOUS RECOVERY

Source df SS MS F p

Recovery rntervar 5 133,095.3 26,6Lg.L 15..l3 .00r
Error 66 113 ,84g.6 L ,725 .O

Total 7L 246,943.9
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TAB],E 6

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TrIE NI]MBER OF RESPONSES PRODUCED

DURING ]]1E PERIOD OF TIIE PRN.CS DURING ACQUISITION

Source df SS MSFp

Between Subjects 83 440 ,865.4
trrlithin Subjects 588 2,240,288.7 ' ,'

Trials 7 438 ,7L4.L 62 ,673 .4 20 .2 . OO1

Error 581 1,801 ,574.6 3,100.8

Total 671 2,6BL rL54.L

TABLE 7

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TTIE NIN4BER OF RESPONSES PRODUCED DURING

THE PERIOD OF TIIE PRE-CS ON THE TEST FOR SPONTANEOUS RECOVERY

Source df SS MSFp

Recovery InËerval 5 18 ,836.0 3 ,7 67 .2 2 .89 "025

Error 66 85 ,988 " 0 1 ,302 . B

Total 7L L04,824.0
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DISCUSSION

The conditioning proceCure employed in this investigation resulËed

in Ëhe pronounced suppression of licking behavior in the presence of an

initially neutral CS as indicaËed by two dependent measures: Lhe suppres-

sion ratio and the number of responses during Ëhe cs. This findíng

partially replicates and supports the use of the James and Mostoway

(1968) conditioning procedure. Also, the significant reducËion in base-

line responding (pre-cs) has been found by oËhers to be a reliable

count,erpart of conditioned suppression (e.g., Annau & Kamin, L96L;

MosËoway, 1968) .

Ltlhether the subjects remain in the apparatus durÍng t,he recovery

ínt,erval, at least for a very short interval, does not appear to

differentially affect spontaneous recovery. No differences between the

two 3.5 minute groups l{ere found wiËh any of Ëhe rneasures used. However,

inspection of the figures indicaËes that possibly this factor could be

a significant one and invesËigation at .Longer recovery intervals is

sugges ted.

The suppression ratios, the most frequently used measure of

condiËioned suppression, indicate that the curve of sponËaneous recovery

is a rapidly rising, negatively accelerated funcËion of Ëhe type found

for other CRs (Ellson , L939; Grant, Hunter, & Patel, 1958). IË appears

that conditioned suppression attains an inËermediaËe leve1 of recovery

wiËhin 30 minutes and reaches its asympËoËic level of recovery within
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24 hours. Although a substantial, though non-significant, decrease in
Ëhe amount of recovery at 72 hours was found, this group differed
reliably only from the 3.5 minuËe group. This Ërend for a decrease

in the amount of recovery between 24 and. 12 hours, evident in al1

three measures, cannot be aËËributed to an increase in the thirsË

drive since there r,üere no differences in baseline (pre-CS) responding in
subjects tesËed 24 and 72 hours after extinction. Therefore, while

furËher research is warranted aË longer recovery inËervals, iË seems

justified to assume that conditioned suppression reached its maximum

level of recovery wiLhin 24 hours and. mainËaÍned this leve1 for aÉ leasË

48 additional hours.

A more meaningful measure of spontaneous recovery may be Ëhe

percentage of recovery since it is based upon wiËhin-subject changes

in performance. As can be seen by comparing Figures 1 and 2, xhe curves

of recovery very closely resemble each oËher. The beÉween-groups

analysis of Ëhe percenËage daËa revealed Ëhe same differences found wÍth

suppression raËios. Ttrat is, Ëhe 3.5 minute group displayed

significanËly less recovery, 13"4 percent, than did any of the other

groups and the 30 minute group displayed significantly less recovery

(44.3 percenË) than did E:ne 24 hour group which aËËained a 1evel of

86.5 percenË recovery of conditioned suppression. Therefore, not only

did conditioned suppression rapidly recover from extincËion wiËhin a

shorË time, but it also recovered a considerable amounË of iËs

original sÈrengËh.

The use of Ëhe number of responses produced during Ëhe period of
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the CS provídes a measure of conditioned suppression supportive of the

suppression ratios but, caution must be exercised when examining these

data. The beËween-groups analysis disclosed that, significantly fewer

responses were produced during the CS by the 3"5 minuEe group than by

all other groups and that the 30 ininuLe group produced significantly

fewer responses than Ëhe 3, 24, and 72 hour groups. However, this

measure does not provide information about the subjects t behavior when

the CS was noL Present and subsequently conveys little information

pertaining to Lhe effect of the cs on ongoing behavior. rn general

Ëhough, Ëhe maximum amounË of recovery r^ras f ound. to occur at 24 hours and

the curve of these daËa resembles those of suppression raËios and. percent-

age recovery.

An incidental finding of this sËudy was that sponËaneous recovery

of baseline, pre-cs, suppression r,ras a linear funcËion of the recovery

interval. TTre analysis of these d.aËa revealed that Ëhere were signifi-

canËly fewer responses produced during the period of the pre-cs after

t.,e 72 hour interval than afÈer the 3.5 minute inËerval. The McAllisËers

(McAllister & McAllister, L962, 1965, 1968) have shown thar, fear is nct

only conditioned to a discrete CS, buË also to the particular situaËional

or static cues present. The conditioning which takes place to the

sËaËic cues has been found to be weaker than that which takes place to the

discrete cs (McAltister & McAllister, L962)" since fear is assumed to

be the CR which causes condÍËioned suppressÍon, in Ëhe present, experimenË

fear would be erpected to be conditioned to Ëhe staËic cues of the

conditioning chambers. The decline, during acquisiËion, in the number of
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responses produced during the period of the pre-cs, Figure 4, may be

viewed as rePïesenting the conáitioning of fear Lo these cues ' Most'oway

(1968) demonstrated, rhrough a trial by trial analysis, thaË the

suppression of baseline responding extinguishes conconnniËantly wiLh Ëhe

extinction of the suppression of responding Ëo the discrete CS'

Comparison of Ëhe pre-CS data for the last acquisition Ërial and for the

groups tested for recovery at the shorter intervals provides indirect

evidence of the same effect in the p::esent investigation. If fear is

assumed Ëo be conCitioned t,o both the discreËe CS and the static cues,

and if Ëhe discreËe CS sPontaneously recovers its ability to eliciË Ëhe

cR of fear, so alsors,hotrld the static cues recover their fear eliciting

capability. The recovery of the staËic cues would resulL in the suPpres-

sion of responcing Ín Ëheir presence, just as resPonse suppression occurs

Ëo the CS. The degree of suppression Ëo the static cues r¡ould also be

expected to be less Ëhan that to Ëhe discrete CS because of the initially

T¡Teaker conditioning of fear to these cues. since' in the Preserìt invest-

igation, the number of responses Produced during the period of Ëhe pre-CS

17as recorded prior to Ëhe presentaËion of the cs, Ehe suppression of

baseline responding, which.I,Ias found to increase as a function of the

recovery interval, musË be the resulË of the spontaneous recovery of fear

elicited by Ehe situational cues. Also, Ëhe amount of baseline suppres-

sion was found to be small as would be expecËed' Ihis finding is not

only of empirical inËerest, but also has theoretical value in Ëhat it may

be interpreted as supporting Ëhe position Ëhat conditioned suppression

istheresulËofaclassicallyconditionedfearresponse.
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rnhibirion theory of Ëhe rype proposed by pavl0v (Lg27) provides
an explanation of the results of thÍs invesËigaËion. According Ëo this
view, Ëhe spontaneous recovery of conditíoned suppression that was

found here r¿as due to the dissipitation of internal inhibition built up
during extinction' As previously mentioeed, pavlov stated. that complete
recovery of an exLinguished CR was possible. This ini¡estigation did
find a substanrial amount (86.5 percent) of recovery afËer 24 hours. rt
seens possible that total recovery of conditioned suppression could be

atËained, provided the test interval was long enough.

In. summary, the funcËion relating the amount of spontarreous

recovery to the recovery interval was found. to be a rapid.ly rising,
negaÈively accelerated curve similar to that found for other cRs. Ttris
relationship was obtained when recovery T,nas measured in terms of suppres_
sion raËios, percentage of recovery, and the number of responses prod.uced

during the period of the cs. Evid.ence that the siËuational cues

recover their ability to elicit the CR was also found. In ad.dition,
this expériment supporrs rhe finding of Esres and skinner (Lg4r) rhaË

after massed extincËion trials, conditioned suppression,ralmostrr

toËa1ly recovers within 24 hours.
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Annau, 2., & Kamin,
of intensiËy of
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